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Report on our Fourth Symposium
Once the analysis is complete, there will be a more detailed report on our website which we hope
will be helpful to all members. In the meantime, what follows is an overview from me (Sheilagh
Hickie) on what I experienced on Saturday at the Arboretum Centre, University of Guelph. I was
not there for the Friday events but heard glowing reports of the keynote address by James W.
Sanders.
Photo of the beautiful arboretum at
Guelph where 48 members of TAN
spent the day discussing and then
presenting on many different subjects
of interest to lifelong learning groups.
Many thanks to the members of the
Summer Lectures Club and Third Age
Learning Guelph who were our hosts.
See following pages for photos and
write-up of the Saturday event.
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Jean Gagnon from Markham
Our M.C. for the day, Julian Sale of Guelph
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Diane Johns from
LLIR, Toronto

Gaby Arato from
Niagara - a TAN
officer

The day on Saturday got underway with an
address by Dr. John Lewis, urban planning
associate professor at the University of
Waterloo who talked about the 440 Ontario
municipalities who are age friendly, what
the term means, benefits and some problems
with the program.

Mary-Ellen Heiman from Burlington
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This led naturally to our breakout topics
where eight TAN members led discussions
on such questions as Volunteers (how to
attract them), Is Video Conferencing Ready
for Prime Time, Peer Learning (pros and
cons), and others such as How to Find
Dynamite Speakers. We didn’t solve all
these interesting conundrums but the
discussions were lively and hopefully, of
interest to those participating. In the
afternoon session, one person from each
table summarized the discussion (photos on
this and previous page). An interesting
addition this year was a program for
partners which included trips to Crawford
Lake and a walking tour of the Arboretum.
year was a program for partners which
included trips to Crawford Lake and a
walking tour of the Arboretum.

or-

President’s Report (Nancy Christie)
This past year has seen a number of firsts for TAN. This, our
fourth biennial Symposium, is the first to be held outside of
Toronto and demonstrates the broad network that TAN is becoming. The success of this conference demonstrates the
strength of TAN membership across the province as well as
the network that TAN is. Our sincere thanks to our hosts, the
Guelph Summer Lecture Club and Third Age Learning
Guelph. Together they have encouraged us to “Spread our
Wings” and explore the broader role of Third Age learning in
supporting wellness in older adults. In addition. the links with
the rapidly growing Age-Friendly Communities movement
that have been established this weekend will benefit both our
organizations. I feel sure we will all return home with new
ideas and new contacts that will extend our resources as we develop interesting and challenging programs in our communities.

ganizations can obtain these essential products at an extremely
competitive price saving significant dollars for their own organization. Julian Sale (Guelph) continues to be available to consult
about the TAN insurance program.
Website - This year as well, the TAN website has been overhauled. An initial revision was undertaken by Margaret Robertson and Sheilagh Hickie ( both of the Academy for Lifelong
Learning). Cathy Spark, our new webmaster, continues to make
important changes so that the website will be more useful and
attractive. It contains information for the general public about
Third Age learning as well as information for members on the
‘Member Only’ section of the website.

Newsletter
Sheilagh Hickie, with your help and input,
continues to produce a great newsletter on line, sharing what our
colleagues are doing in other parts of the province as well as
In the spring of 2018, the TAN Forum on Boomers and their
across the globe. A highlight this year was an article about a
potential impact on our operations was a new and different apbook written by Gary Schlee, President of Living and Learning
proach to exploring issues relevant for TAN members. Rein Retirement, one of our member organizations. It attracted a
search prepared by Michelle Gold in advance of the Forum progreat deal of interest—and perhaps increased sales.. Plerase convided an excellent starting point for the discussion, and for those
tinue to send your ideas and articlesour ideas and articles to
who weren’t able to attend, Proceedings of the Forum can be
Sheilagh.
found on the TAN website. We discovered that many of our
Outreach Last August, TAN was represented at the Internacurrent members are “boomers” and that they may have somewhat different expectations of our services than previous genera- tional Federation on Ageing Conference in Toronto. While
presenters from around the world focused primarily on medical
tions.
aspects of ageing, our presentation demonstrated how older
As for ongoing activities….
adults can themselves produce educational programs that meet
Membership - With the mentorship of individuals such as
their self identified interests, and support the health and social
Carole Langford and Louise Pope, new TAN organizations con- benefits of Third Age learning. David Green from Georgian
tinue to be formed across the province… in North Bay,
Triangle in Collingwood, Gaby Arato from Niagara, Sheilagh
Stouffville, Orillia, and Niagara. Most organizations have long Hickie from the Academy spoke about different learning forwaiting lists, so a new start up in your area is not competition,
mats and Sandra Kerr and I presented an historical overview of
but rather a response to the huge need for stimulating programs Third Age learning and specifically TAN.
for older adults.
And TAN’s membership expansion program linking with the
Age Friendly communities movement to create new learning
organizations across the province is being led by Julian Sale.
The recently revised TAN Starter Kit – thanks Sandy Leppan
- is a useful resource for start ups and is often enriched by the
dedication of individuals with experience, people who are so
generous with their time and energy to help make new organizations successful.
TANPLAN A new strategic plan for TAN for the next 5
years has been approved by the Board of Directors. This
plan will serve as a guide for our activities over the next few
years. Copies are available for those who wish to see the
details.
The TAN insurance program continues to provide valuable
benefits for member organizations. Designed specifically to
meet the needs of TAN members, it provides both liability and
directors and officers insurance plans. Through TAN, member
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Current Members

Aurora

Barrie

Burlington

Collingwood

Grand Bend

Guelph

Summer Lectures Club Guelph

Hamilton

Kitchener-Waterloo

London

Markham

Niagara Region

Mississauga

Third Age Learning Niagara

Nipissing

Orillia

Oshawa

Owen Sound

Stouffville

Thornbury

Thornhill

Toronto (nine associations)

Woodstock

GRAND TOTAL OF 31
Great progress from our start-up in 2007
at a meeting hosted by the Academy for Lifelong
Learning

Zoom With the encouragement and support of Frank
Nicholson, the Executive Committee as well as other
committees continue to make good use of ZOOM, a web
conferencing tool. With this technology, it is possible for
people who are geographically dispersed to be active
participants in TAN committees and projects.
So, that brief summary tells you a little about what TAN
is doing to meet its mission to “foster Third Age learning
and share issues and solutions to common organizational
challenges”.
However, as we all know, there continues to be a huge
demand for Third Age learning opportunities - for the
intellectual stimulation as well as the pleasure and
socialization that are part of it. Even newly established
organizations have waiting lists; some such as Thornhill
have doubled their programming. More, many more
programs like ours need to be developed. Working
though its members, TAN continues to be active in
creating, encouraging and supporting new groups of Third
Agers, including new organizations in our own
backyards.
And how can we improve our existing operations? We
have found that we learn from each other, sharing
expertise and tips. Our speakers list on line suggests
proven speakers and topics for those looking to refresh
their programs. Do you wish to start a peer discussion
program parallel to your lecture program? TAN members
have the skills and resources to help you. Planning to
revise your registration program? Ask another TAN
member who has just gone through the process. Often
the benefits of networking are not evident until you have
a problem that is bigger than one organization to solve!
TAN serves as that network, a framework for us to share
our expertise to allow each of us to perform better. And
each one of you plays a role in ensuring the stability and
continuity of that network by sharing information with
TAN and with each other. Your ideas and energy are
needed too. Join one of TAN’s committees; help us to
keep in touch by sending new contact information to us;
update your profile on line; send your latest list of
speakers to the webmaster. Only with your cooperation
can we have a network that is strong and useful to its
members.
As I conclude my overly long term as President, I
recognize and appreciate the large number of individuals
who have believed in the value of sharing of information
and expertise through a network and how TAN has
evolved in response. Our member organizations, once
established, are independent and largely self sufficient.
Yet, even they can benefit from the TAN insurance plan
which saves individual organizations significant dollars.
This service is available only because we have a network.
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Carol Langford presented outgoing president, Nancy
Christie with this lovely flower arrangement.
Similarly, when planning or analyzing your organization’s
performance, data such as room rent, costs of honoraria, privacy
policy development, implications of GST and so on - are the kind
of useful information that, when shared, can lead to better results
for individual organizations. It was this kind of thinking that led
to the formation of TAN and the creation of its data base.

Please let me have your news and
photos for future newsletters
which are only as informative as
you make them.
Sheilagh Hickie, editor
shickie@bell.net

Board of Directors and Officers of Third Age Network
Organization Name
LIFE Institute, Toronto
Living & Learning in Retirement, Toronto
University of Toronto, Senior Alumni Assn.
Academy for Lifelong Learning, Toronto
Third Age Learning, Burlington
Lifelong Learning, Mississauga
Lifelong Learning Markham
Georgian Triangle, Collingwood
Innis College Toronto, Later Life Learning
Third Age Learning, Guelph

Officers:
Past President:
President:
Vice President :
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Nancy Christie
Cathy Spark
Gaby Arato
Sandra Thurston
Carole Langford

Sandy Thurston is TAN’s new secretary. She was
trained as a social worker and policy analyst and
recently retired from a career as an administrator
in children's services
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Representative
Term Finishes
Barbara Atlas
2020
Sheryl Danilowitz
2020
Maureen Somerville
2020
Doug Wilson
2020
Graham Swanson
2021
Sandy Leppan
2021
Les Gagnon
2022
David Green
2022
Helen Sugar
2022
Bill Chapman
2022

Cathy Spark says she is honored to take on the role of
president of TAN in 2019. A former member of the Board of the
Academy for Lifelong Learning and currently its webmaster..
Cathy looks forward to working with TAN and its member
groups as they grow and change to reflect the needs of their
stakeholders.

Third Age Barrie Series: Not your Mother’s Feminism
Third Age Barrie’s Spring Series, Not your Mother’s
Feminism: Women and Power 2019, consisted of five
women leaders who looked at various aspects of feminism
today, how far we’ve come, and how the current generation
might approach the path ahead. They referred to the Me
Too and Black Lives Matter movements as examples of
“feminisms” more focused today on equality, diversity and
sustainability for all genders. While excited about the topic,
Third Age Barrie’s organizing committee did wonder
whether it would appeal to the TAB
demographic. As the sold-out status
clearly showed, the topic was well
received by the TAB community.

Dr. Sylvia Bashevkin, author, professor at University of
Toronto, looked at long-standing assumptions that women
approach leadership differently: calm, nurturing, weaker,
conflict-avoiding, in contrast to stronger and sometimes
violent men. Bashevkin’s research on four U.S. women
foreign policy leaders -Jean Kirkpatrick, Madeleine
Albright, Condoleezza Rice and Hilary Clinton, challenged
these assumptions. “They were not socialized in a pink
frilly dress,” she remarked.

Peggy Nash, former NDP MP and
current Ryerson Professor kicked the
series off by reviewing Canada’s
historical progress and talking about
why many women are still reluctant
to become political leaders. Nash was
optimistic on two fronts: increasingly
gender-balanced political caucuses;
and young female leaders focusing
urgently on housing, education,
childcare, sexism, racism and
violence.

Debbie Pond, a retired RCMP Officer
and founder of U - R Home in York
Region for victims of human
trafficking, described the shocking
volume of human trafficking today
and the impact it has on its victims,
often girls of 13 or 14, half of them
indigenous.
Maureen Judge, an award-winning
filmmaker and teacher, provided an
overview of women in film, using
film clips to demonstrate her themes.
Current statistics show that, even
though 51% of moviegoers are
women, there is a ‘celluloid ceiling’,
with only 25% of the industry made
up of women, and a smaller number of
women directors and producers. She
talked about ‘female gaze’: the
importance of women telling stories about

In the second presentation of the
Series, Dianne Martin, CEO of the
Peggy Nash
Registered Practical Nurses
Association of Ontario, quipped that
and for women.
sexism and double standards are alive and well in Ontario.
She described some of the complexities of the nursing
Let’s socialize our daughters and our sons early to lead and
profession today, with its looming crises.
work together for equality.

We’re in the News
Article submitted to the ThoroldNews by Carolyn Triemstra
Dean, Community & Health Studies Niagara College (edited
for space)
Niagara College has become the first college in Canada to be
designated as a member of the Age-Friendly University (AFU)
Global Network. (ed note: Ryerson was the first university).
Currently comprised of 44 post-secondary institutions from
around the world – including six Canadian universities – the
global network is dedicated to the role higher education can
play in responding to challenges and opportunities associated
with an aging population.
The Community and Health Studies division has naturally
supported age-friendly initiatives through much of our course
work and through our community partnerships. This
designation supports our current work and provides us with
future strategic direction as we continue to enhance our
curriculum and partnerships relating to age-friendly work. We
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are proud to endorse the AFU’s core principles which will
enable us build on our support for older adults in our
community as we collaborate with other institutions from
around the world.
The initiative is driven by the AFU’s 10 principles, which
provide a valuable guiding framework for distinguishing and
evaluating age-friendly programs and policies, as well as
identifying institutional gaps and opportunities for growth.
Some initiatives include:
NC hosts Third Age Learning Niagara (TALN). TALN is a
not-for-profit organization, offering a unique opportunities
for older adults in Niagara to learn about topics of interest,
in a socially engaging, small group setting.

